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Abstract. Infamously, Verilog’s so-called simulation semantics, defined
by the Verilog standard, is difficult to formally pin down. In this paper,
as an intermediate step towards a mathematical formalisation of Verilog’s
simulation semantics, we explore an, what we believe to be, underappre-
ciated form of semantics formalisation: namely, visual formalisation.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we are concerned with the semantics of the hardware-description
language Verilog. Specifically, Verilog’s so-called simulation semantics, as defined
by the Verilog standard, IEEE 1800-2017 [10] (which, formally, is the SystemVer-
ilog standard, since Verilog has been merged into SystemVerilog).1,2 In short,
Verilog’s simulation semantics is concurrent and event-driven: the semantics is
driven by processes that create and react to events, such as a clock tick or a
change in a module input. Our main focus in this paper is the core concurrency
semantics of synthesisable Verilog,3 including the structure and maintenance of
Verilog’s so-called event queue and how various constructs of the language are
given semantics in terms of their interactions with this queue.

The main contribution of this paper a new visual simulation tool VV (“Verilog
visualiser”); the tool is available at https://github.com/AndreasLoow/VV. The
1 Verilog is used for both simulation and synthesis; however, in this paper we are exclu-

sively interested in Verilog’s simulation semantics. For Verilog’s so-called synthesis
semantics and the relationship between the two semantics, see Lööw [35].

2 Many popular languages are defined by a standard/specification, and hence (part
of) the discussion in this paper is applicable beyond Verilog; e.g., from the top-ten
languages from IEEE Spectrum’s 2022 ranking of “top programming languages” [24],
five languages are specified by an ISO/IEC/ECMA standard (C [11], C++ [13],
C# [15], SQL [8], and JavaScript [16]), four languages are defined by specifications
published by other means (Python [14], Java [18], R [19], and HTML [17]), whereas
one language seem to have only an outdated specification (TypeScript). As for
hardware languages, VHDL, like Verilog, is defined by a standard [12].

3 We do, however, include some nonsynthesisable constructs – e.g., delay constructs
– such that we can execute simple so-called test benches inside VV. Synthesisable
Verilog is a term for Verilog code accepted as input by synthesis tools; this excludes,
in particular, constructors designed for test-bench code, which is code written to
stimulate and probe syntheisable code (just like a physical test bench).

https://github.com/AndreasLoow/VV


main technical contents of our work is delivered in the form of extensively
commented Verilog modules loadable into VV, available in a dropdown menu
in the tool; comments which, with the help of the tool, illustrate and discuss
various aspects of the semantics of Verilog. This paper mainly serves the purpose
of contextualising the work and relating it to existing literature.

We understand VV as the product of explorative language semantics work. We
emphasise the explorative aspect of our work because of the Verilog standard’s
many problems (elaborated further in the next section), rendering traditional
formalisation work difficult. Moreover, we understand VV as a visual formalisation
of Verilog. A visual formalisation of Verilog, or, more plainly, a visual Verilog
simulation tool, differs from traditional Verilog simulators in that execution speed
of the tool is not the driving force of the design of the tool; instead, the design of
the tool is centred around providing visualisations of all internals of executions of
Verilog modules – internals traditionally not exposed by Verilog simulators – and
keeping the implementation as conceptually/ontologically close to the standard
as possible, even at the expense of efficiency.

2 Visual formalisation vs. traditional formalisation

We now motivate why we have built a visual formalisation instead of a tradi-
tional formal semantics.

In the best of worlds, an official, or otherwise blessed, high-quality formal
semantics is available for the language we are interested in working with. Such
a semantics provides the solid foundation required by further formal work to
build upon.4 Unfortunately, when it comes to Verilog, we do not live in the best
of worlds: the Verilog standard is written in prose form and no official formal
semantics is available. In consequence, when carrying out formal Verilog work,
the best we can do is to rely on an unofficial formal Verilog semantics (that
either we or somebody else has built). One major problem in developing such an
unofficial formal semantics for Verilog is that the Verilog standard is far from
perfect: readers of the standard are in for a wild ride; readers will find ambiguities,
omissions and contradictory claims.

Making matters worse, in contrast to the various software programming
languages that have received formal treatment (C, JavaScript, etc.), work on
Verilog’s formal semantics has to be played out in a strange no man’s land:
specifically, in the desolate in-between space of the hardware-design community
and the formal-methods community. This is because the two ingredients needed
for our work is split into the two communities: the know-how of Verilog lives

4 For example, after ARM released an official formal semantics for ARMv8, an in-
struction set architecture (ISA), Kanabar et al. [31] proved a formal correspondence
between the official ISA and the previous verification-oriented ISA used for the veri-
fied CakeML compiler’s backend for ARM, thereby shrinking the compiler’s trusted
base (when targeting ARMv8) by removing the verification-oriented ISA from the
trusted base.
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Fig. 1: Waveform of an Icarus Verilog simulation of example 12, a sequential
pipeline register, from Cummings [26] rendered by GTKWave. A waveform allows
for visualising both internal and external connections.

in the hardware-design community whereas the know-how of developing formal
semantics for languages lives in the formal-methods community.

Hence, there is a need for a type of semantics that is understandable for both
the hardware-design community and the formal-methods community such that
meaningful feedback can flow in both directions when developing the semantics,
and, simultaneously, is precise enough to eventually evolve into a formal semantics
(since this is the type of semantics required for further formal work).

We believe that visual formalisation can meet both above challenges.5

3 Visual simulation vs. traditional simulation

We now compare visual simulators like VV with “traditional” simulators. Multiple
traditional Verilog simulators exist today, such as the simulators shipped with
large commercial hardware development IDEs such as Xilinx Vivado [52] and the
open-source simulator Icarus Verilog [1].

Traditional simulators have limited support for inspecting the execution of
Verilog modules. In particular, the creation and maintenance of events cannot
be inspected in traditional simulators.6 For understanding the execution of their
simulators, users of traditional simulators are limited to either “printf debugging”
(e.g., $monitor and $display) or waveform visualisation – see Fig. 1 for an
example waveform output from the simulator Icarus Verilog.

Moreover, because of the different design goals of visual simulators and
traditional simulators (as discussed in the previous section), the internals of the
two types differ substantially. E.g., Verilog is a nondeterministic language, partly
5 In contrast, for languages with a high-quality standard, the correct first step might be

to go directly for developing a traditional formal semantics based on the language’s
standard. E.g., Bodin et al. [22] consider, in their work on JavaScript formalisation,
the JavaScript standard to be of sufficiently high equality to justify aiming for what
they call “eyeball closeness” to the JavaScript standard (later, Watt [48] in work
on WebAssembly formalisation, inspired by Bodin et al., subscribe to the same
ideal). (Moreover, Bodin et al. and Watt are safe from the hardware community vs.
formal-semantics community split; although, quite possibly, the web community and
formal-semantics community might suffer a similar split.)

6 The Verilog APIs (PLI/VPI) defined by the standard that allow “foreign language
functions to access the internal data structures of a SystemVerilog simulation” [10,
Ch. 36], do no, as far as we are aware, allow for such inspection either.



v ::= 0 | 1 | x | z
op ::= & | && | + | . . .
d ::= n | (n, n) | (n, n, n) where n ∈ N
ee ::= ee, ee | e | posedge e | negedge e
e ::= v literal constant

| v variable reference
| !e unary not
| e op e binary operator
| e ? e : e ternary if

s ::= s ; s sequential sequencing
| if e s else s if-statement

| e = #d e blocking assignment
| e <= #d e nonblocking assignment
| @(ee) s event control
| @(*) s combinational event control
| #d s delay
| $task(...) system task

w ::= wire | wor | wand
dp ::= logic v | logic v = e | w #d v

| assign e = #d e
| initial s | always s
| always_comb s | always_latch s | . . .

m ::= [dp]

Fig. 2: Verilog values v, expressions e, statements s, and modules m

due to concurrency, and since traditional simulators are designed for performance,
traditional simulators will not explore all possible execution paths, instead, when
there are multiple paths forward, they will commit to one specific path and ignore
the rest. This is the right thing to do from a performance perspective, but not
the right thing to do from an explorative perspective. (In this aspect, VV has
more in common with explicit-state model checking than traditional simulators
(although, VV is driven by human rather than machine).)

4 Subset of Verilog supported by VV

In this section, we introduce the subset of Verilog that VV supports and give a
short description of the semantics of the subset.

4.1 Syntax of supported subset

We now describe the syntax supported by VV. Fig. 2 describes the syntax
supported by VV. Bits (v) can take on four different values [10, p. 83]. The
value x is used for a multitude of purposes, often representing something like
“unknown value”, “invalid value”, “error”, or similar.7 The value z represents a
high-impedance state and is used in tristate logic. Full Verilog also supports
array values (both so-called packed and unpacked arrays); we do not include
arrays in this first version of VV.8 Expressions e and statements s are mostly
standard for an imperative language, except that Verilog includes two types of
assignments (blocking and nonblocking) and various timing- and event-control

7 It is difficult to characterise precisely what role X values play in Verilog. E.g., Flake
et al. [28] count eight different situations in where X values can arise.

8 Arrays are important for supporting real-world code, but do not further illuminate
concurrency-related or event-related problems in the semantics of Verilog and hence
were not included in this first version of VV. Not including arrays allowed us to avoid
a long series of minor (nonconcurrency) problems we are not directly interested in
for the moment, such as the implicit resizing semantics of Verilog.



execute_simulation {
T = 0;
initialize the values of all [data objects];
schedule all initialization events into
time zero slot;
while (some time slot is nonempty) {
move to the first nonempty time slot
and set T;
execute_time_slot (T);

}
}

execute_region {
while (region is nonempty) {
E = any event from region;
remove E from the region;

if (E is an update event) {
update the modified object;
schedule evaluation event for any process
sensitive to the object;

} else { /* E is an evaluation event */
evaluate the process associated with the
event and possibly schedule further
events for execution;

}
}

}

Fig. 3: Excerpts of the pseudocode for the simulation reference algorithm [10,
Sec. 4.5]. In execute_simulation, we have replaced “nets and variables” with
“[data objects]” since we have not introduced the different types of data objects yet.

constructs.9 We do not explain the nonstandard constructs here, instead leaving
such explanations to the examples included in VV. Finally, a module m consists
of a list of declarations dp: data-object declarations – logic, wire, . . . – and
process declarations – assign, initial, always, . . . . For the first version of VV,
we limit our attention to a single module at a time (e.g., we do not consider
module instantiation).

4.2 Semantics of supported subset

We now informally describe the semantics of the subset of Verilog supported
by VV. We first give a high-level picture, followed by a more detailed description
of Verilog “data objects” and Verilog “processes”. This section only gives a short
overview of the semantics of Verilog, the modules included in VV explains the
semantics of the various included Verilog constructs in further detail.

The Verilog standard provides a high-level outline, in pseudocode, of a “ref-
erence algorithm for simulation”, which is an operational semantics (i.e., an in-
terpreter). The top-level entry point of the pseudocode is execute_simulation,
see Fig. 3 (left). The algorithm is oriented around events and maintains an
event queue. The variable T keeps track of the current “simulation time”/the
current “time slot”, which defines when different events are executed. Each time
slot is split into “regions”. We consider the following regions: active, inactive,
NBA (“nonblocking assignment”), and observed; remaining regions are used for,
e.g., testing/verification and Verilog APIs, which we do not include since we
are foremost interested in synthesisable Verilog (and simple test-bench code).
After restricting the function to the regions we are interested in, the pseudocode
function execute_time_slot for executing a time slot is:
9 In full Verilog, assignments are part of expressions. We separate out assignments

into separate statements, to avoid various (nonconcurrency) problems we are not
interested in, such as the order of evaluation of subexpressions.



while (any region in [Active ... Observed] is nonempty) {
execute_region (Active);
R = first nonempty region in [Active ... Observed];
if (R is nonempty)
move events in R to the Active region;

}

Regions, in turn, are executed by execute_region, see again Fig. 3 (right).
Executing a region (and the semantics as a whole) is driven by processes creating
events – so-called update events – and reacting to events – so-called evaluation
events. In VV’s subset of Verilog, processes are induced by continuous assignments
(assign) and initial and always blocks (initial and always and its variants,
such as always_comb).

4.3 Data objects

A data object in Verilog is a “named entity that has a data value and a data
type associated with it” [10, p. 83]. There are two main groups of data objects
in Verilog: variables and nets. Variables have the same semantics as variables
in software imperative languages (e.g., the last write to a variable determines
its value). Nets have no analogue in software languages; the value of a net is
determined by its set of “drivers” (in VV: a set of continuous assignments), the
value of a net is decided by the resolution function of the net type applied to the
values of the drivers of the net. We include three types of nets in VV: wire, wor,
and wand. E.g., a wire net with two drivers with values 1 and z will resolve to
the value 1 (the z value does not contribute to the resolution), and a wand net
with two drivers with the values 1 and 0 will resolve to the value 0.

4.4 Processes

For the subset of Verilog supported by VV, there are two types of processes.
The first type of process arise from initial and always blocks and its

variants, which induce software-like processes that can update variables, but
not nets, using blocking and nonblocking assignments (collectively referred to as
“procedural assignments”). The execution of such processes is controlled by timing
and event-control constructs. Such processes behave much like processes in a
software language in the sense that they have a program counter and process-local
state and they are interleaved in a sequentially consistent manner.

The second type of process arise from continuous assignments assign. Con-
tinuous assignments can either function as a driver to a net or to a variable (as
long as no procedural assignments are made to the variable). If a net has multiple
drivers, the values from the different drivers are merged using the resolution
function of the net. A variable, in contrast, cannot have more than one driver.
Processes induced by continuous assignments are not like software language
processes: they do not have a program counter nor internal state; instead, the
process associated with a continuous assignment is run every time a data object
the assignment depends on is updated.



5 Using VV to explore the semantics of Verilog

We now highlight some problems and some nonproblems in the semantics of
Verilog that we cover in the example modules included in VV. VV is available at
https://github.com/AndreasLoow/VV and the file README.md contains a link
to a website where the tool is live and the modules can be executed/explored.

In short, during the executing of a module, VV provides a visualisation of
the Verilog event queue and the events currently scheduled in its various regions.
All execution is driven by users clicking the next event to execute.

X values. Although difficult to use and make sense of intuitively,10 the semantics
of X values as defined in the Verilog standard does not, as far as we are ware, pose
any particular problems to implement/formalise. VV hence supports X values
without any known problems.

Z values. The semantics of Z values is similar (although not identical!) to
the semantics of X values and likewise pose no particular problem to imple-
ment/formalise. Z values, however, are used for a different purpose: they are used
to model tristate logic/multidriven nets; we discuss nets in the next list item.

Variables vs. nets. Recall from the previous section that the evaluation models
of variables and nets are completely different: the value of a variable is decided
by the last write to that variable, whereas the value of a net is decided by the
resolution function of the net type of the net and the values of the net’s drivers.
The example modules in VV include various examples illustrating this difference.

The difference between variables and nets seems to be a common source of
confusion for beginner Verilog hardware designers. E.g., at the time of writing,
both the second [3] and third [7] most upvoted questions tagged with the “verilog”
tag at Stack Overflow ask about the difference between variables and nets
(specifically, reg and wire, the two most common ways to declare variables

10 That X values are a common source of frustration is well-documented [39,45,47]. X
values could potentially be understood as a type of symbolic execution; however, the
kind of symbolic execution offered by Verilog does not fit neatly into the traditional
soundness/completeness categories utilised in the symbolic execution literature [21].
In short, we usually want to, somehow, relate our symbolic semantics (containing
X-like values) to a concrete semantics (containing no X-like values): a symbolic
semantics is sound if all behaviour modelled by the symbolic semantics is a subset of
the behaviour of the concrete semantics, and a symbolic semantics is complete if all
behaviour of the concrete semantics is modelled by the symbolic semantics. (Note
that some authors use different terms for the same concepts.) Verilog is neither sound
nor complete in the above sense since some constructs in Verilog overapproximate
concrete behaviour (e.g., if one bit in the input to an arithmetic operator is x, then
the entire result value must be x [10, p. 261]) and some constructs underapproximate
behaviour (e.g., when branching on an X value in an if-statement, the false branch
must always be taken [10, p. 299]).

https://github.com/AndreasLoow/VV


and nets before SystemVerilog).11,12 Interestingly, previous work on the formal
semantics of Verilog has either omitted nets or misunderstood their semantics –
see the next section.

Execution of concurrent processes. VV, following the discussion of Lööw [36],
only interleaves processes when they block; see the cited paper for further details.
In short, the standard seems contradictory and it appears that the semantics of
Verilog breaks down if arbitrary interleavings are allowed. VV must therefore
diverge from the standard for its interleaving semantics. Other interesting aspects
of execution of concurrent processes in Verilog included in VV’s example collection
include, e.g., the semantics of self-triggering.

Blocking vs. nonblocking assignments. Another common source of problems in
Verilog is the difference between blocking and nonblocking assignments (e.g.,
the top-50 Verilog questions on Stack Overflow features many questions on this
topic [2, 4–6, 9]). Blocking assignments have similar semantics as assignments
in software languages. Nonblocking assignments have no analogue in software
languages. Anecdotally, nonblocking assignments are often explained informally
as “happening in parallel”, in terms of “delta cycles” (even though this is a
VHDL term), or in terms of coding guidelines such that blocking assignments
are for combinational logic (stateless logic) and nonblocking assignments are for
sequential logic (stateful logic). VV shows how to think of assignments in terms
of Verilog’s event queue.

Delayed statements. Another construct one does not find in software languages
is delayed constructs. Delays can happen at any time during process execution.
Delays is nonsynthesisable construct, but are important to be able to build basic
test benches inside VV to stimulate synthesisable constructs.

Other examples. VV’s example collection includes other examples that are more
difficult to straightforwardly categorise. In particular, some of the modules discuss
the questions raised by Meredith et al. [38] in their work on Verilog (see the next
section for a summary of their work); see the modules in xx_more/Meredith.

11 The most upvoted question is a now-closed question about best coding practices for
hardware-description languages (such as, of course, Verilog)

12 One can only speculate why this is. One reason might be that software languages
has no analogous split between variables and nets. Another reason might be the
confusingly named data type reg, which was used to declare variables before the
synonymous data type logic was introduced in SystemVerilog. Confusingly, the
reg data type only implies register semantics (that is, variable semantics), not that
variables with the data type will necessarily be mapped to storage elements in
synthesis. A declaration reg foo is the same as the declaration var reg foo, which
in turn is the same as var logic foo since reg and logic are synonymous.



6 Related work

Much previous energy has been poured into formalising everything from GPU
computing (e.g., Klimis et al. [32]) to ISAs (e.g., x86 and ARM) to real-world
languages (e.g., C and JavaScript). We now enumerate some previous work closely
related to the work in this paper.

Previous Verilog formalisations. Meredith et al.’s [38] Verilog semantics, imple-
mented in the K framework [44], is to date the most complete Verilog semantics
available. Their semantics follows the standard closely. Like us, they omit support
for multiple modules. Different from us, they do not discuss X and Z values
in their paper. More importantly, Meredith et al. seem to have misunderstood
the difference between variables and nets,13 and therefore do not include proper
support for nets in their semantics. Thereby, they (unwittingly) do not take into
consideration net-specific features such as multidriven nets.

Meredith et al. emphasise that their semantics is executable. Executability here
is a consequence of the semantics being implemented in the K framework, which
allows for generation of, among other things, interpreters and model checkers. The
K framework is a toolbox potentially perfect for the experienced semanticist, but
potentially less perfect for those uninitiated in the field of programming language
semantics; or, put in comparative language, we believe our Verilog visualisation
to be more approachable than K and a useful complement for Verilog users less
experienced in formal semantics.

Bowen et al. [23] similarly emphasise executability (although instead referring
to the same concept as their semantics being “animatable”). They formalise
Verilog in the logic programming language Prolog, enabling printing traces of
Verilog executions. Their supported subset of Verilog is minimal: e.g., they do
not discuss features such as nonblocking assignments or nets.

Gordon’s [29] early work on Verilog semantics covers many important Verilog
features, such as nonblocking assignments and delays. Nets are included as
well, but restricted to a single driver. The semantics presented is, however,
informal (and, in places, diverges ontologically from the standard): the semantics
is presented in prose form (and furthermore, hence, is not executable).

Other previous projects on the semantics of Verilog we are aware of do not
follow the standard as closely as Meredith et al. and Gordon. We consider those
projects to be either suggestions for alternative semantics for Verilog (rather
than formalisations of Verilog) or semantics derived from the standard semantics
designed to aid formal reasoning.

13 See, e.g., the discussion on variables and nets in Sec. 4.1, where they claim that “[t]he
distinction between nets and variables is an archaic part of the standard, no longer
strictly necessary”. Moreover, in Sec. 4.3 they claim that “[t]he best we can glean
from the standard is that a net assignment should perform essentially as an always
block with one blocking assignment in it”, which is clearly not the case since variables
and nets have completely different evaluation models.



Verilog visualisations. We are not aware of previous work visualising Verilog’s
simulation semantics. For Verilog’s synthesis semantics, Materzok [37] has devel-
oped DigitalJS, “a visual Verilog simulator for teaching”. DigitalJS uses Yosys [51]
as its front-end and visualises the synthesised output of Yosys. However, the
visualisation does not explain the internals of the synthesis process – the synthesis
tool is still a black box for the user (i.e., it is only its final output that is visu-
alised). Similar visualisations, although not interactive, come bundled with e.g.
Vivado. (On the topic on visualising synthesis algorithms, although not directly
related to Verilog, Nestor [40] has implemented CADAPPLETS (later ported to
CADApps) for visualising a selection of synthesis algorithms.)

Visualisation in formal methods. It is of course impossible to do justice to the
role of visualisation in formal methods in a short related work section, but the
topic is nevertheless important: it does not matter how great your tools and/or
languages are if your users do not understand them. In previous work we find
everything from visualisation projects for language semantics (e.g., on the topic of
event-driven semantics, the visualisation tool Loupe [43] helps users “understand
how JavaScript’s call stack/event loop/callback queue interact with each other” or
Cooper’s [25] visualisations for coroutine event loops in JavaScript), visualisations
of formal-method techniques (e.g., so-called ribbon proofs for separation logic [50]
or graphical proof assistants, designed for education, such as Holbert [41]), to
providing understandable presentations of proof states in program-verification
tools (e.g., the proof-state visualisations in KeY [20] and Iris’ proof mode [33,34]).

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced VV, a visualisation tool for Verilog’s simulation
semantics. VV visualises not only the traditionally visible behaviour of Verilog but
also Verilog’s internal event queue. We understand VV as a visual formalisation
of Verilog. By visually formalising difficult-to-understand corners of Verilog in a
form understandable by both hardware designers and formal-methods researchers,
we hope our formalisation will be useful as a steppingstone in our future work on a
traditional formal operational semantics for Verilog based on the Verilog standard.

Verilog is today the everything-language of hardware. Given the seemingly
never-ending stream of new hardware languages (see, e.g., Del Sozzo et al. [27] for
a recent survey on hardware languages for FPGA development), maybe one day
Verilog will be replaced by a better specified language. There is after all hope:
the everything-language of the web, JavaScript, has as of a few years, now serious
competition from WebAssembly [30] in some areas the language is particularly ill
fitted for; WebAssembly being a language notably backed by a formal semantics
(moreover, the semantics has been formalised in both Isabelle/HOL and Coq [49]).
Although, who knows – maybe not even in the utopian/dystopian future where
machines are designing our hardware will we be free of Verilog [42,46] :-).

Acknowledgements We thank Xiaojia Rao, Yann Herklotz, and Oskar Abra-
hamsson for comments on drafts of this paper and testing the tool.
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